Have you ever had the awful experience of discovering damp or blistering
paint in your home that you fear will cost a fortune to fix?
If so…..here’s the good news…. as trustworthy Infra Red Damp and Leak Inspection experts, we have a costeffective solution to share with you….
As with all problems, damp starts small….

Book an Infra Red Inspection Here

So your home – be it new or otherwise sprouts some mould or blistering paint somewhere on the walls or
around the doors or windows.
“Solution” ? - call the handyman who comes along and puts either silicone or damp-seal on it, hoping it will do
the trick. BUT as the source of the problem usually can’t be seen with the naked or untrained eye the problem is
back sooner than you would ever have imagined, and your wallet cringes in anticipation of what is to come...
Once you’ve got it damp is really hard to get rid of and here’s why….
Once water has found its way into any kind of surface it causes the material to swell which enlarges the
surrounding area and creates space for more water. This in turn causes a vacuum in the material which then
simply draws in more water …and before you know it you have a BIG UGLY problem.
During the day the wall and the water expand as the weather warms it which creates more small spaces for the
water to seep into. The water that has not been able to evaporate also expands and forces itself into these
spaces and so it goes on and on.
At night when the wet area cools, it creates a vacuum in the fault area and more dew and atmospheric moisture
gets sucked in and so the problem grows. And quite simply until the problem is dealt with at the source…..IT
WON’T GO AWAY AND WILL CONTINUE TO GET WORSE !
So how can we at The Right Guy Maintenance help you…?
Our Infra Red Camera assessments take the guesswork out of leaks and damp for you and the full colour report
we give you comes with Digital and Infra Red images of problem areas so that you can see and understand the
problems areas that were previously unidentified.
Here are two examples of the beauty of our Infra Red investigations and what they can reveal for you.

More than ten years experience in damp investigation has taught us much about water’s little tricks that very
few people even knew existed and this insight allows us to offer the least invasive processes for fixing your
headaches.
We know how to look, where to look and the added bonus... We Know How To Fix It For You.
We have extensive knowledge of specifically manufactured products for the proper treatment of the sources of
water so you spend your money once, and deal with only one friendly and professional company from diagnosis
to cure.

Our Infra Red equipment can also be used to locate the route of water supply and waste pipes in walls and
floors.

The advantage for you is that you can safely invest in a proper, lasting solution – no fuss, no comebacks, no mo
paying again and no more hiding rather than solving problems.

Our ever-growing list of happy and satisfied clients bears testimony to the value of our professional services – s
why not send us an email to: allan@therightguy.co.za and we will banish your damp problems for good.
Feel free to call Allan Wilson: 0824917420 - The Owner of The Right Guy Maintenance, directly for more
information.

